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Matthew 13.24-30, 36-43 
The Parable of The Wheat and the Weeds 

 
May I speak in the name of the one who loves us, who sustains us and who gives us life. Amen. 
 
It’s something of an understatement to say that we are living in anxious times. Pick your topic: church, nation, 
economy, environment, society, community… the whole of creation is groaning and it feels as though the wheat 
is in danger of being overrun by the weeds. 
 
From deep theological discussions to random encounters in supermarket queues, just lately there have been no 
end of people telling me that either God should intervene or, that the world is now receiving a message from 
God; we are living with the consequences of God’s judgement ‘reigning’ down on the world. We are being 
warned that God is dealing harshly with the weeds…so we really must be the wheat, the people of the 
kingdom, making sure to be on the ‘right’ side of His-story. Because this is a taste of God’s judgement and 
damnation… destruction by hellfire is coming… be strong. Stay strong. Fight the weeds and trust that if God is 
willing (and we are strong enough) we might be spared. 
 
For the people I have spoken with, this story brings certainty and clarity. 
 
Stories, of course, help us to make sense of our discomfort and although we might not name the possibility of 
judgement as the source of our fear… I’m confident enough from my encounters and conversations that 
whether we wear our fears on our sleeves or we keep calm and carry on whilst burying them deep within, our 
underlying fear is driven by an uncertainty about the future… and that is uncomfortable and unsettling…. 
perhaps this is why the possibility of judgement feels strangely comforting. 
Think of the times, though, you have played out the various possible scenarios in your mind. What if this… then 
that… or, if that… then this… it’s one of the ways in which our brains try to make sense of fear and anxiety, 
through the telling of stories… working through the various possible narratives. Perhaps you’ve done this 
recently as you’ve processed information and change coming at you from so many different sources and 
directions.  
 
The trouble is, once we have completed this process, the story is resolved in our mind, our brain receives its 
chemical fix – and we feel mended, a little more at ease. And the stories we have told ourselves, well they 
become our truth. Whether they come true or not. Whether they are the whole truth… or just a part of the 
truth. A glimpse. 
 
Of course parables, Jesus’ stories, tell us what the Kingdom of God is like, each parable shedding light on 
different facets of the bigger picture that reveals the fullness of God’s truth for all time and in all places. 
So whilst the story we have long told ourselves about today’s parable brings clarity and certainty, I wonder if 
this truth… judgement, hell, destruction of the weeds by an angry God has become the only way to hear this 
parable? And I wonder too, how much this prevents us from hearing the breadth of truth and the wisdom the 
parable might bring us in 2020, what is the story that those who have ears in this generation need to hear? 
 



So together let’s prayerfully consider this story today and let’s find the courage to stand together in our 
discomfort as we re-imagine if not all, at least some of the possible narratives… let’s begin by wondering why 
the story doesn’t tell of a God who simply fixes everything, and we’ll see where that takes us.  
 
Just picture that perfect field of wheat with no weeds - golden and righteous, bright shining like the sun. 
Governments that work. Social justice, health and wellbeing for all people and all of creation. A church on earth 
as it is in heaven. Sounds wonderful!  
 
But the ushering in of the kingdom? How does that happen? From where I sit today, a God that fixes everything 
feels to me a bit like cancel culture. No illness, no disability, no room for imperfection or impatience or that 
person we find irritating or for people who were not part of the plan: cancelled are all those who suck up the 
sunlight and water – the energy and resources that were meant for good plants, not weeds.  
 
No room for imperfection? That means no room for anyone who is a work in progress… no room for me 
then. And I dare say no room for you either. Makes me glad that a loving and gracious God said ‘No!’ when the 
servants asked to pull up the weeds… because not only does it open up to us all the possibility of 
redemption… in practical terms it’s also near impossible to distinguish wheat from weed, especially when their 
roots are so entwined. Yes, there is no doubt some truth that an ‘agrarian terrorist’ [see footnote] conspires 
against us, but how convenient for us to be able to be absolved of responsibility, to shift the blame when every 
gardener knows that weeds also appear from nowhere, from all directions – and don’t even get them started 
on the perennial weeds that are passed from one generation to the next.  
 
It’s interesting though, that in this parable there is no talk of the weeds choking the wheat… here they flourish 
alongside one another. Together, entwined until harvest.  
 
God saying ‘No!’ gives me permission to say ‘Yes!’ – to invite God’s intervention in my life today rather than fear 
tomorrow. I hope you noticed how the gathering of the weeds is a task for the angels – not the people of 
God’s kingdom. See how the angels weed out and destroy everything that separates us from God… not 
everyone. Discerning the wheat from the weeds is a spiritual task that begins as soon as we have the courage to 
allow God to harvest our hearts… a harvesting of our hearts that allows us to live, thrive, even in the company 
of the weeds of this world, without being consumed by them… Perhaps as our hearts are harvested, a few of 
the weeds entwined in our roots might also be destroyed in the process.  
 
Yes, we live in a world that is messier than we would like it to be and yes the future is unclear.  
Yet this is the world in which we live, the place in which God has planted us, the place in which we are his 
agents, patiently ushering in a new realm. 
Thankful, I am, in these uncertain times, that I live by faith. 
And thankful, I am, for the bread of life…. and the reminder as we gather to receive the sacrament that wheat 
is for us gathered here today a visible sign of God’s invisible grace. A reminder too that in these anxious and 
uncertain times, by living with, in and among the weeds, we, the wheat, are the visible sign in today’s world of 
the invisible and generous grace of God to everyone. 
 
So let’s live it and tell it like we believe it.  
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